Pseudoprogression is regarded as a subacute form of treatment-related change with a reported incidence of 20-30%, occurring predominantly within the first three months after the completion of concurrent chemoradiotherapy (CCRT) in glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) patients. Occurrence of progressive lesions on conventional contrast-enhanced MR imaging may also accompany clinical deterioration, posing considerable diagnostic challenges to clinicians and radiologists. False interpretation of treatment-related change as true progression may lead to the cessation of effective first-line therapy (i.e., adjuvant temozolomide) and unnecessary surgery. Increasing awareness of the diagnostic challenge of the phenomenon has underscored the need for better imaging techniques that may aid in differentiating the treatment-related change from true progression. In this review, we discuss the recent applications of advanced MR imaging such as diffusion-weighted and perfusion-weighted imaging in the evaluation of treatment response in high-grade glioma patients and highlight their potential role in differentiating pseudoprogression from true progression.
Introduction
Glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) is the most common primary malignancy in adults and is notorious for its intrinsic aggressiveness and dismal prognosis. [1] [2] [3] Over the past decade, there has been a paradigm shift in the treatment of GBM due to a large-scale randomized controlled trial, which demonstrated clinically meaningful and significant survival benefits of the addition of temozolomide (TMZ) to radiotherapy for newly diagnosed GBM. 4 Since then, TMZ has become a cornerstone of the treatment, and the current standard of care for GBM comprises maximal safe tumor resection followed by radiation therapy with concurrent TMZ and adjuvant TMZ. 4 With the paradigm shift in the GBM treatment, the occurrence of progressive enhancing lesions on magnetic resonance (MR) imaging immediately after completing concurrent chemoradiotherapy (CCRT) with TMZ has been increasingly recognized by radiologists and clinicians. The lesions tended to improve spontaneously without further treatment other than the adjuvant TMZ. [5] [6] [7] The term "pseudoprogression" was first coined in 2007 to describe the phenomenon mimicking tumor progression. 7 Pseudoprogression is regarded as a subacute form of treatment-related change, which may accompany clinical deterioration. It is noteworthy that "pseudoprogression" and "radionecrosis" likely represent distinct entities, although the terms are occasionally used interchangeably. Pseudoprogression frequently occurs within 1-3 months after radiotherapy (RT) and often improves spontaneously, thus possibly implying higher treatment efficacy, whereas radionecrosis manifests in the later period (i.e., 6 months to several years after the end of CCRT) and often progresses with nonbeneficial complications. 8, 9 Pseudoprogression shows similar pathologic findings to those of radiation necrosis, such as edema, necrosis, and gliosis as well as endothelial thickening, hyalinization, thrombosis, and occlusion of vessels. 1, [6] [7] [8] 10, 11 Pseudoprogression may be attributed to early changes in the vascular endothelium and bloodbrain-barrier as well as oligodendroglial injury as an exaggerated response to effective therapy, which leads to inflammation and increased permeability. 5 The abnormal enhancement seen in these patients may also be due to treatment-related cellular hypoxia, which triggers the expression of hypoxia-regulated molecules from the tumor and surrounding cells and the subsequent increase in vascular permeability. 12 The reported incidence of pseudoprogression is 20-30%, although there is a wide variation among previous reports. [5] [6] [7] It has been established that pseudoprogression is strongly associated with the promoter methylation status of methylguanine methyltransferase (MGMT). The incidence of pseudoprogression was significantly higher in the methylated group than in the unmethylated group (91% vs. 41%, respectively; P = 0.0002). 13 In parallel to the growing incidence of pseudoprogression following the incorporation of TMZ into the standard treatment, pseudoprogression has received increasing attention as a potential pitfall in the response evaluation. The occurrence of progressive lesions on conventional contrast-enhanced MR imaging may also accompany clinical deterioration, resulting in the false interpretation of the results as suggesting true progression. 14 The false interpretation may lead to cessation of effective first-line therapy (i.e., adjuvant temozolomide) and unnecessary surgery. Due to the false interpretation, accurate determination of progression-free survival in clinical trials and eligibility for salvage treatment trials has been hindered. 15 Moreover, pseudoprogression has been shown to be associated with increased survival in some studies, which implies that pseudoprogression may reflect active inflammation against tumors. 5 Although pathology is the reference standard in the differential diagnosis of pseudoprogression from true progression, it may still be challenging in certain cases, because pseudoprogression can contain some portions of viable tumor. Increasing awareness of the diagnostic challenge of the phenomenon has underscored the need for better imaging techniques that may aid in differentiating the treatment-related change from true progression.
14 Among diverse advanced MR imaging techniques, diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) and various perfusion-weighted imaging (PWI) techniques have long been considered attractive imaging biomarkers for treatment response in high-grade glioma patients. In this review, we discuss recent applications of advanced MR imaging in the evaluation of treatment response, and highlight their potential role in differentiating pseudoprogression from true progression.
DWI
DWI is an advanced imaging technique that utilizes a pair of strong diffusion gradients to detect microscopic water diffusion. Apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) values from DWI are believed to reflect the cellularity in tumors. In recurrent tumors with high cellularity, diffusivity of water molecules is expected to be decreased due to relative reductions in extracellular space, as compared with treatment-related changes with low cellularity. Previous studies, although not strictly restricting the inclusion criteria to subacute radiation injury, have shown that there is a significant difference in ADC values between recurrent tumors and radiation injury. [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] In the early study by Hein et al., both the mean ADC and ADC ratios were significantly lower in the recurrence group than the nonrecurrence group. 18 However, another study by Asao et al. has found that the mean ADC value was not shown to have a diagnostic value in the differential diagnosis. 17 Discrepant results among the previous studies may be attributed to sampling bias, which is inevitable when regions of interest (ROIs) are manually selected within progressive lesions after CCRT with TMZ. It is speculated that the enhancing portion presumably represents a wide spectrum of histologic features comprising normal brain tissue, radiation necrosis, and highly cellular recurrent tumor and the results based on analysis of selected ROIs are likely to be prone to sampling bias, due to the cellular heterogeneity within the lesion. To eliminate the sampling bias, other studies have analyzed the ADC of the entire volume of the enhancing portion instead of manually selecting ROIs. The collective data from the whole enhancing tumor enables in-depth histogram analysis, which better reflects the cellular heterogeneity (different tissue diffusion characteristics) by taking into account all the tissue components of the enhancing portion that contribute to group differences between true progression and pseudoprogression. Various parameters from ADC histograms, such as the mean, kurtosis, skewness, and the fifth percentile of cumulative ADC histograms (the point at which 5% of the voxel values that form the cumulative ADC histogram are found to the left), have been previously investigated. 19, 22, 23 The mean ADC value has been found to have the discriminative ability to identify true progression or pseudoprogression in some studies 19 but not in others, 22, 23 while the fifth percentile has been consistently shown to be helpful in distinguishing the two. 22, 23 Song et al. reported that true progression could be differentiated from pseudoprogression with a sensitivity of 90% and a specificity of 90% using a cutoff fifth percentile value of 892 × 10 -6 mm 2 /sec (Figs. 1, 2) . 23 Another study by Chu et al. has shown that the fifth percentiles of cumulative ADC histograms at both standard (b = 1000 sec/ mm 2 ) and high (b = 3000 sec/mm 2 ) b values were significantly lower in the true progression group than in the pseudoprogression group (P = 0.049 and P < 0.001, respectively) (Figs. 3, 4) . 22 Diagnostic performances of the fifth percentiles at the b values are provided in Table 1 . The results suggested that the fifth percentile of the cumulative ADC histogram obtained at the high b value could be the most promising parameter in distinguishing the two groups. Meanwhile, the mean ADC values at both the standard and high b values were not significantly different between the two groups. The discordant results of the mean ADC value and the fifth percentiles of the cumulative ADC histograms may be explained by the finding that true progression consists of more cellular components, as reflected by a higher relative frequency at low ADC values, than does pseudoprogression, even though both true progression and pseudoprogression comprise variable portions of viable tumors and post-CCRT necrosis. 24, 25 With regard to other histogram parameters such as kurtosis and skewness, no significant difference was found between the two groups. 
Perfusion-weighted Imaging

Dynamic susceptibility-weighted contrast-enhanced perfusion MR imaging
Neoplasm is known to contrast with a necrotic region in that it mainly shows neoangiogenesis, as defined by an irregular meshwork of newly formed vessels arising from coexisting vessels, while the latter reveals extensive vascular injury and tissue ischemia with vascular endothelial damage, hyalinization of vessels, thrombosis, and increased permeability. 26 A combination of neocapillary formation and dilation of preexisting vasculature, in turn, is thought to cause increase in the cerebral blood volume (CBV) in tumor progression. [27] [28] [29] Over the past few years, the diagnostic value of CBV from dynamic susceptibility-weighted contrast-enhanced perfusion MR imaging (DSC-PWI) in differentiating pseudoprogression from true progression has been investigated in several studies. 9, 14, 24, [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] Kong et al. found a significant difference in the maximum rCBV ratio between true progression and pseudoprogression (P = 0.003). 24 In a subgroup analysis according to the MGMT methylation status, a significant difference of the rCBV between the two groups was found in the unmethylated group (P = 0.009) but not in the methylated group (P = 0.258). Given these findings, the authors suggested first evaluating the methylation status of the MGMT promoter gene when attempting to differentiate the two groups. In cases with methylation, they recommended considering pseudoprogression first, on the basis of the high incidence of pseudoprogression in the group and continuing TMZ until the subsequent follow-up imaging. 13, 24 On the other hand, as for the unmethylated group, in which rCBV could have higher predictability of true progression, the authors suggested that the possibility of true progression should be considered in those with an rCBV greater than 1.47 and that the second-line treatment needs to be started.
In another study by Boxerman et al., which investigated the value of longitudinal trends in rCBV for predicting pseudoprogression following CCRT, only the change in rCBV at the first subsequent follow-up (-0.84 in pseudoprogression vs. 0.84 in true progression; P = 0.001) and the overall linear trend in rCBV after initial progressive enhancement (negative in pseudoprogression vs. positive slope in true progression; P = 0.04), but not the mean rCBV at initial progressive enhancement, were found to be significantly different between true progression and pseudoprogression. 31 Based on the results, the authors suggested that longitudinal trends in rCBV may be more useful than absolute rCBV values in distinguishing pseudoprogression from true progression. The results are in keeping with those of the previous study by Mangla et al., in which nine patients with suspected pseudoprogression had a mean decrease in rCBV of 41% at 1 month after CCRT, while 12 patients with suspected true progression had a mean increase in rCBV of 12%. 14 Meanwhile, Tsien et al. hypothesized that the parametric response map (voxel-wise method of image analysis) of rCBV would better predict clinical outcomes, as compared with standard imaging methods including percent change of rCBV and relative cerebral blood flow, given the cellular heterogeneity within tumors. 34 Paradoxically, the fractional tumor volume with a decrease in rCBV was found to be significantly higher in true progression than in pseudoprogression (P < 0.01). Average percent changes of rCBV or relative cerebral blood flow, on the other hand, did not significantly differ between the two groups. However, the results should be interpreted with caution because the incidence of treatment-related change such as pseudoprogression could have been exaggerated by the use of a relatively higher total radiation dose. In addition, it should be noted that their analysis was based on early perfusion data acquired at week 3 during CCRT, which is not a standard time for follow-up MR imaging.
As with ADC, histogram analyses of perfusion data have also been undertaken in a few studies. Song et al. analyzed predictive values of the 70 th , 90 th , and 95 th percentile points from cumulative nCBV (relative CBV of the tumor normalized with respect to the contralateral normal white matter) histograms as well as the mean and peak height from nCBV histograms. 23 In contrast to parameters from ADC histograms, none of the parameters from nCBV histograms were shown to be discriminatory predictors of pseudoprogression (Figs. 1, 2) . Other histogram parameters including histogram shape (kurtosis) and asymmetry (skewness) have also been investigated. Baek et al. hypothesized that changes in kurtosis and skewness derived from nCBV, between the first and second post-CCRT follow-up, may serve as an imaging biomarker for the change in heterogeneous tumor vascularity of highgrade gliomas and ultimately as a predictor for early treatment response to CCRT. The percent change of skewness and kurtosis were classified into four histographic patterns: category 1 with positive skewness and leptokurtosis, category 2 with positive skewness and platykurtosis, category 3 with negative skewness and leptokurtosis, and category 4 with negative skewness and platykurtosis. Among various histogram parameters (maximum, mode, range, percent change of skewness and kurtosis, and histographic patterns), which showed statistical significance in univariate analyses, only the maximum and histographic pattern were found to be significant independent predictors of early tumor progression. Overall, the histographic pattern was the best independent predictor with an odds ratio of 3.51. The ADCs decreased when the b value was increased from 1000 to 3000 sec/mm 2 and dispersed over a wider range. ADC, apparent diffusion coefficient; CCRT, concurrent chemoradiotherapy; TMZ, temozolomide. (Reprinted, with permission, from reference [22] .)
In addition to histogram parameters (rCBV mean, mode, maximum, and histogram width), Hu et al. studied the correlation between a voxel-based thresholding metric, termed pMRI fractional tumor burden (pMRI-FTB), and histologic tumor fraction or overall survival.
The pMRI-FTB demonstrated the strongest association with the histologic tumor fraction (r = 0.82; P < 0.0001) and was the only parameter that correlated with overall survival (P < 0.02). 33 Predictive values of other DSC-PWI parameters such as relative peak height (rPH) and percent signal change (PSR) have also been studied in some previous reports. The rPH and PSR are calculated using the following formulas: where S 0 is the baseline signal intensity prior to contrast injection, S min is the minimal signal intensity at peak of contrast bolus, and S 1 is the end signal intensity at 60 sec. The rPH is defined as the maximal change in signal intensity and is known to correlate with rCBV. 35 PSR is influenced by the size of the extravascular space and contrast leakage; therefore, lower PSR implies delayed return of the perfusion curve to baseline and thus higher vascular permeability. 35, 36 Young et al. reported that pseudoprogression had significantly lower median rCBV (P = 0.009) and rPH (P < 0.001) and higher PSR (P = 0.039) than true progression. This observation is thought to mirror the reduced or absent neoangiogenesis as well as low-grade leakiness attributable to inflammation and edema in pseudoprogression. 9 Accurate assessment of rCBV in DSC-PWI necessitates intravascular localization of contrast agents. Patients with malignant brain tumors are prone to the blood-brain barrier disruption, particularly following CCRT, which may in turn result in the underestimation of rCBV, due to rapid extravasation of low-molecular-weight gadolinium-based contrast agents. 12, 29, 37, 38 In this context, ferumoxytol (AMAG Pharmaceuticals, Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA) a very small superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticle with a relatively large iron particle (approximately 30 nm), may be an attractive alternative to gadolinium-based contrast agents because of its potential to act as a blood pool agent shortly after administration. 39 Recently, Gahramanov et al. measured rCBV values using both gadoteridol (ProHance, Bracco Diagnostic, Princeton, New Jersey, USA) and ferumoxytol in GBM patients with progressive enhancement after CCRT and correlated them with survival. 32 In cases with ferumoxytol, rCBV correlated well with overall survival with low rCBV (≤1.75), resulting in significantly improved survival (hazard ratio, 0.098; P = 0.004). Conversely, as for gadoteridol, a significant association between rCBV and survival was observed only after leakage correction. The results suggest that ferumoxytol may provide a reliable and simplified means for rCBV assessment with no need for leakage correction and aid in the diagnosis of pseudoprogression and the prediction of survival.
The diagnostic performances of the parameters from DSC-PWI are summarized in Table 1 .
Dynamic contrast-enhanced T 1 -weighted perfusion MR imaging
Quantitative pharmacokinetic parameters derived from dynamic contrast-enhanced T 1 -weighted perfusion MR imaging have been thought to reflect microcirculatory structure and function in tumors. K trans is defined as the volume transfer constant between the plasma and extravascular extracellular space and v e , also known as the leakage space, represents the extravascular extracellular space (EES) per unit volume of tissue. Both K trans and v e are well-known imaging biomarkers for permeability. 40, 41 In addition, v p (blood plasma volume per unit volume of tissue) may reflect angiogenic activity in tumors. 42 The various parameters have been exploited to gain insights into tumor neovasculature, which is characterized by neoangiogenesis and increased vascular permeability. In a recent study by Yun et al., the mean K trans and v e but not the mean v p were found to Numbers in parentheses are raw data. Numbers in square brackets indicate 95% confidence intervals. *The standard and high b values are 1000 sec/mm 2 and 3000 sec/mm 2 , respectively. ADC, apparent diffusion coefficient; AUC, area under the receiver-operating-characteristic curve; DCE-MRI, dynamic contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging; DSC-PWI, dynamic susceptibility-weighted contrast-enhanced perfusion MR imaging; mAUCRH, mean area under the time signal-intensity curves ratio at a higher curve; NA, not available; rCBV, relative cerebral blood volume.
be significantly higher in true progression than in pseudoprogression (Fig. 5) . 43 The mean K trans turned out to be the only independent predictor for true progression. Although the quantitative model-based pharmacokinetic parameters may have the potential to measure true physiologic mechanisms, their clinical utility is limited by several factors, including parameter coupling, water exchange, arterial input function measurement, and model fit instability. 44 In contrast, semi-quantitative model-free parameters such as initial area under the time signal-intensity curve (IAUC) do not require measurement of an arterial input function and are less susceptible to fit failures on noisy data and thus have been suggested to be more reproducible measures. 45 Nonetheless, the major drawback of the semiquantitative parameters is their lack of clear biologic association. To overcome the drawback, Suh et al. proposed the use of a ratio of initial and final area under the time signal-intensity curves (AUCRs) to discriminate between true progression and pseudoprogression, under the hypothesis that the IAUC represents the degree of early contrast leakage into EES, while the final area under the time signal-intensity curve (FAUC) reflects the amount of contrast leakage within the EES. 46 In their study, a two-component mixture normal distribution was used for better fitting of histogram curves. 47 The mean area under the time signal-intensity curves ratio at a higher curve (mAUCRH), three cumulative histogram parameters (AUCR50, AUCR75, and AUCR90), and the area under the time signal-intensity curves ratio at mode (AUCRmode) were all shown to be significantly higher in true progression than in pseudoprogression. It has been speculated that a relatively high IAUC30 in true progression may be explained by hypervascularity and neoangiogenesis of the viable tumor, while a relatively high FAUC30 in pseudoprogression may be attributable to lower tumor cellularity and greater tissue damage, which in turn causes greater retention of the contrast agent in the EES. Furthermore, mAUCRH was determined to be the best single predictor of pseudoprogression.
The diagnostic performances of the parameters from dynamic contrast-enhanced T 1 -weighted perfusion MR imaging are summarized in Table 1 .
Arterial spin-labeling perfusion MRI
Although DSC-PWI remains the mainstay of perfusion MR imaging for the evaluation of tumor vasculature, there has been growing interest in arterial spin-labeling perfusion MRI (ASL-PWI) over the past few years, as it allows for consecutive and absolute quantification of tissue perfusion with no need for contrast administration. 48, 49 ASL-PWI would be of particular benefit to pediatric patients or those with poor renal function, who are at risk for developing nephrogenic systemic fibrosis.
The clinical utility of ASL-PWI in brain tumors has been investigated in several studies. 48, [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] More recently, Choi et al. explored whether ASL-PWI has an added value in distinguishing pseudoprogression from true progression via qualitative and semi-quantitative analyses. 55 In qualitative analysis, diagnostic accuracy was increased from 75.8% to 88.7% after the addition of ASL-PWI, although the improvement did not reach statistical significance. Regarding the semi-quantitative analysis, the incidence of ASL grade III (i.e., tumor perfusion comparable to that of blood vessels) was significantly higher in true progression than in pseudoprogression. In addition, the maximum and range of DSC perfusion histogram parameters differed significantly according to ASL grade. Subsequent analysis showed ASL grade to be an independent predictor of early tumor progression (odds ratio, 4.73; P = 0.0017), with an AUC of 0.774, a sensitivity of 79.4%, and a specificity of 64.3%. However, despite the advantage that ASL-PWI is less likely to be influenced by bloodbrain-barrier breakdown and susceptibility artifacts, it has a lower spatial resolution and a longer scan time, as compared with DSC-PWI, which may reduce its clinical utility. 53 
Multiparametric Imaging
Acknowledging that DWI and PWI represent different aspects of tumor biology, efforts have been made to increase the accuracy for the differential diagnosis of pseudoprogression from true progression by simultaneous use of the multiple parameters. In a study by Cha et al., subtracted histograms were made from combined histograms (rCBV × ADC) of initial and follow-up MR imaging. 56 Diagnostic performance (AUC) of the subtracted histogram mode with a multiparametric approach was higher than that of a uniparametric approach (0.877 vs. 0.801, respectively), with a sensitivity of 81.8% and a specificity of 100%. Furthermore, a high mode of rCBV on the subtracted histogram was found to be the best predictor of true progression (P < 0.001) and worse survival (P < 0.003). More recently, Park et al. demonstrated the added value of volume-weighted voxel-based multiparametric clustering (VVMC) over single parametric methods, namely ADC, nCBV, and IAUC. 57 k-means clustering, a data processing and image segmentation method, was used to group voxel-based data points into three clusters with varying proportions of viable tumor and treatment-related changes (i.e., predominant viable tumor, mixed viable tumor and treatment-related change, and predominant treatment-related change). A total cluster score was calculated by summing volume-weighted cluster scores, which are determined by multiplying cluster scores (sum of parameter scores for nCBV, ADC, and IAUC) by cluster volume fractions. VVMC was shown to be more accurate and reproducible than the single parametric methods for discriminating pseudoprogression from true progression, with the sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy of 87-91.1%, 87.1-91.1%, and 87.0-90.9% at a cutoff value of 5.91 or 5.94, respectively. Although the diagnostic performance of the multiparametric approach tends to be higher than that of the single-parameter analyses, further studies on the discriminatory value of other combinations of various parameters would be warranted to improve the diagnostic performance.
Conclusion
Although pathology is the reference standard in the differential diagnosis of pseudoprogression from true progression, it may still be challenging in certain cases, because pseudoprogression can contain some portions of viable tumor. 24 Therefore, multidisciplinary team approaches taking into account clinical, radiologic, and pathologic findings are mandatory to increase the diagnostic accuracy of pseudoprogression. 
